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The theory of totalitarianism theory and critical theory of Modernity is an
important part of political thought of Arendt.Totalitarian disaster is the starting point
of Arendt , but the concern of Arendt is always the modern society.Through data
analysis and relevant literature, we find Arendt directed modernity predicament and
its essence is the lack of civic virtue, lack of modern society on civic virtue and civic
virtue to show the public nature of space caused by the deprivation.So that modernity
is always danger of being ruled by totalitarian and violent.In fact, modern Crises is
human crisis, there is no ethical exchanges between people would not really bring
people linked bonds. In Arendt's modern critical theory, there is some logical
connection between totalitarian theory and civic virtue.
Because Arendt's ideological and theoretical system is very decentralized, she
never thought of civic virtue made systematically discussed, therefore, the lack of
systematic academic study its ideological civic virtue.The article will start from
reflection on modernity and totalitarianism of Arendt, pointing our that the dilemma
of modernity is essentially lack of civic virtue and civic virtue are the ultimate pursuit
of goals of Arendt's political thought.And on the base of theoretical resources Arendt’s
entire system of thought to explain the specific content of Arendt thought civic virtue
from public spirit, public reason and public awareness of three aspects of the
system.On this basis, it will try to create a people Arendt linked bonds, the bond
strength is not resorting to traditional authority, religion or culture, but to resort to
people's own ability to, in fact it is behind a new political culture system, a new
understanding of politics, freedom and power, Arendt tried Virtue system to stimulate
the citizens of virtue, to create a public space rescue ethical crisis of modernity.
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想的专业论文。③直到 2006 年阿伦特诞辰 100 周年，国内学界才开始掀起了研究
阿伦特的热潮。许多阿伦特的专著被翻译出版，关于阿伦特研究的领域和视野也
① [日]川崎修.公共性的复权[M].斯日译，石家庄：河北教育出版社，2002.
② Margie，Lloyd(1995), “In Tocqueville's Shadow: Hannah Arendt's Liberal Republicanism”, The Review of
Politics, Vol. 57, No.1, pp. 31-58；Suzanne D，Jacobitti (1991),“Individualism & Political Community: Arendt
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